27th ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF INDIAN SOCIETY OF CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE

WORKSHOP
24th - 25th Feb 2021

CONFERENCE
26th - 28th Feb 2021

VENUE
Mahatma Mandir
Convention and Exhibition Centre

Theme
Safety and Efficiency Amidst Resource Limitation
Dear Friends & Colleagues,

Greetings from the Manchester City of India – Ahmedabad!!

It gives me immense pleasure to invite you to the 27th Annual Conference of Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine, CRITICARE 2021 to be held from 24th to 28th February 2021 at Mahatma Mandir Convention Centre, Ahmedabad.

This annual Conference is being hosted by Indian Society of Critical care medicine and it will be global meeting place for researchers, professors, doctors and young researchers in Intensive care across the globe to voice their examination discoveries to the world. Topics will be revisiting the clinical practices, new available related technologies and drugs, as well as – and very importantly – the current initiatives for quality improvement and safety. A conference City - A rapidly growing metropolis, an industrial hub, an educational hotspot, and a city with a magnificent past – Ahmedabad is one of the most important cities in Gujarat. Located on the banks of the Sabarmati River, Ahmedabad is the former capital of Gujarat, and its delicious food, colourful culture is making it a fast-growing tourist destination. The city is full of history and heritage are a mix of magnificent temples, striking mosques, interesting museums, picturesque lakes, calming river-front and bits of Gandhi heritage.

We are inviting you to participate and to help us make this CRITICARE 2021 successful, enriching experience.

Dr. Dhruva Chaudhry  |  President, ISCCM  |  Organizing Chairman, CRITICARE 2021

Dear Friends,

The organizing committee of Criticare 2021 is pleased to invite you all to the vibrant city of Ahmedabad for the 27th annual conference of the Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine. This landmark event in the annual critical care calendar seeks to showcase the best of the talent and research which the country has to offer. Our endeavor, as always, is to bring the best of thoughts, innovations and concepts to an acclaimed and accessible platform for the benefit of the valued members of this dynamic society.

Lets all work together to make Criticare 2021 a memorable success.

Dr. Srinivas Samavedam  |  General Secretary, ISCCM  |  Organizing Secretary, CRITICARE 2021

It is with great pleasure and honor that the Organizing Committee of CRITICARE 2021 invites you all to Ahmedabad for 27th Annual Conference of Critical Care Medicine, CRITICARE 2021. We have been bestowed upon this responsibility to host this grand event, and we guarantee you a unique and unparalleled experience.

We will be inviting, a galaxy of International speakers who will be Available to present the recent developments in the field of intensive and Critical care. Several exciting additional breakout & special interest sessions are being planned to enhance your learning experience. The Organizing Committee is working hard to put together a rich and exciting educational and scientific program.

We look forward to welcome you all at CRITICARE 2021 and enjoy the Manchester City of India – Ahmedabad.

Dr. Deepak Govil  |  President Elect, ISCCM  |  Chairman Scientific Committee, CRITICARE 2021
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

- Pro Con Debate
- Challenges and Solutions
- Personal Stories of Legends
- Medico-Legal-Administrative Conclave
- Infection Control Measures and Demonstration
- Short Session for Key Procedure During Conference
- Live Case Discussion
- Artificial Intelligence
- Workshops
- Critical Care Physiological Implications
- Precision Medicine in Critical Care Medicine
- Conflict between Guidelines and Precision Medicine

Short Session on
(Medico Legal, Research Paper Analysis, How to Plan Research, How to Write Papers)
TOUR ATTRACTIONS IN & AROUND AHMEDABAD

- Auto World
- Bhadra Fort
- Rani Roopmati Mosque
- Kankaria Lake
- Akshardham Temple
- Sabarmati Ashram / Mahatma Gandhi's Home
- Jhulta Minara
- Vechaar Utensils Museum
- Teen Darwaja
- Sardar Patel National Memorial

Conference Secretariat:
Unit 13 and 14, First Floor, Hind Service Industries, Premises Co-operative Society, Near Chaitya Bhoomi, Off Veer Savarkar Marg, Dadar, Mumbai - 400028
Telephone No.: 022-24444737 / 022-24460348
Conference Coordinator: Mrs. Prajakta Suryawanshi, Mob: +91-7045055563
Email: conferencecoordinator@isccm.org; generalsecretary@isccm.org; treasurer@isccm.org
Website: www.isccm.org

Conference & Travel Manager